Frequently ask questions for Safety Inspection
• Can I get my safety inspection done before my emissions inspection?
If the emissions inspection expires within 3 months of the time the safety inspection is done the emissions
inspection needs to be done before a safety inspection sticker can be installed.

• May I have my vehicle inspected before the month that it expires?
Yes, we can perform a safety inspection and apply a new sticker any time with the new sticker valid for 12
months from the date of inspection.
We can also inspect your vehicle up to three months prior to the expiration date.

• How low can the tread on my tires be worn before they fail inspection?
State regulation allows tires to be worn down to 2/32 of an inch tread or to wear bars. 1/16 of an inch is about
the thickness of a penny and tires worn this low are much more susceptible to hydroplaning or slipping on wet or
snowy roads.

• What makes a wiper blade fail inspection?
The rubber part of a wiper blade cannot be cracked or torn. Also, if it fails to clear the windshield.

• Will window tint on my glass pass inspection?
Possibly, however, if the inspection mechanic thinks the tint is a safety hazard due to being too dark to see
through, it fails inspection. According to PA State law, window tint is not allowed to block more than 30% of light
transmission. Although it is not a regulated item for inspection, it is still an item for which police can cite people.
We do have a light meter if you want to determine what the light transmission of your tint is.

• Will my vehicle pass inspection with the air bag light on?
Yes, at this point air bags do not need to function for safety inspection.

• Will my vehicle pass Safety Inspection with the anti-lock brake light on in

the dash?
Yes, providing there is a second indicator light in the dash that will illuminate when the emergency brake is
applied or when brake fluid is low.

